
To, 
 
            Shri Ashutosh Agnihotri, IAS 
            Commissioner & Secretary,  
            Home & Political Department (B) 
            Assam Secretariat, Dispur,  
            Guwahati, Assam 781006.  
Copy to:- 
             Chief Justice Residence,  
             Bungalow No.1 (Opp. Judges’ Field),  
             Guwahati. 
  
 
Subject: Request for appropriate actions in respect of Foreigners Tribunal members Mr.            
Kamal Kumar Gupta and others regarding their prejudice against a particular community            
expressed in a letter 
 
Sir,                                                                                                                      Date -29/04/2020 
 
Barak Human Rights Protection Committee (BHRPC) would like to put forward complaint            
against the members of the Foreigners Tribunals for their communal remark along with a request               
of your kind intervention for removal of the said Members from the quasi-judicial posts to               
protect the sanctity of the institution. 
 
Mr. Kamal Kumar Gupta wrote a letter dated 07th April 2020 to Mr. Himanta Biswa Sarma,                
Health Minister of the Government of Assam expressing an intention to donate an amount of Rs.                
60000.00 (Rupees Sixty Thousand) to Assam Arogya Nidhi (AAN) for use in fight against the               
pandemic COVID-19 with a request that this amount should not be used for treatment of people                
who are the members Tablighi Jamat. The Tablighis are labeled as JIHADI, JAHIL in this letter.  
 
It is known by all that a congregation was held in Nizamuddin Markaz, New Delhi during 13th –                  
15th March 2020 by Tablighi Jama’t as a part of their regular practice. It was not at all a wise                    
decision to continue the programme with invitees from foreign countries where COVID 19             
outbreak already started taking the lives of people. This congregation caused a threat to the               
Indian people as many members after returning from the said congregation spread all over India               
and thus caused contamination whoever they met. The government took immediate steps to find              
them out and trace the contained areas. This has undoubtedly created big problem and an extra                
burden on the state machinery. But the use of the term Jihadi against these people created many                 
big problems. They opted for escaping and hiding themselves in fear of intimidation. This              
incident was exaggerated to fuel communal intolerance resulting in ostracizing and harassment            
of the religious community as a whole. 
 
However, the condition made by the Tribunal members for use of the money to be donated by                 
them exposed their deep-set prejudice against people from Muslim community. The Tablighi            



Jama’at is not a formal organization in the traditional sense. Particularly, they don’t have official               
and formal membership. Any Muslim can participate in their programmes. It is like an open door                
institution of the community. Terming them Jihadis means calling all Muslims Jihadis. Such an              
expression betrays the inner hatred towards the community.  
 
The tribunal members function as judges to determine the precious right of citizenship. It is an                
age old rule of natural justice respected all over the civilized world that judges should not only                 
be impartial but they should also be seen to be impartial. The said letter made it impossible to see                   
the signatories to be impartial in their quasi-judicial functions as member of the tribunals. Their               
letter proves that they do not hold impartial attitude rather they have prejudiced, biased and               
occupied mentality. Their area of work needs impartial attitude. There are many allegations that              
linguistic and religious minorities of Assam are harassed by the state machineries in the name of                
detection, detention and deporting the illegal immigrants. There are also some cases where ex              
parte judgments have been issued against peoples having sufficient proof of Indian citizenship.             
In such a situation this letter has triggered controversy and criticism over the recruitment process               
of these judges. These judges have breached the protocol and are threat to the justice delivery                
system. 
 
Therefore, you are requested to conduct an enquiry into the matter and relieve the said persons                
from the responsibility. 
 
                                                                                              Regards 
 
                                                                                    Taniya Sultana Laskar  
                                                                                     Secretary General  
                                                                            Barak Human Rights Protection Committee  
  
 
 


